
It is never too late! 

WCNA 36 will take place in beautiful Rio de Janeiro 11–14 June 2015. This will be a bilingual and 
extraordinarily multicultural and event celebrating our recovery and unity. 

Since the initial (late!) release of our information about the event, airfares from many locations 
(particularly in the US) have dropped significantly, the exchange rate has drastically improved for 
anyone travelling to Brazil, and due to that the hotel rates have improved for those paying in currency 
other than reals. 

The largest challenge we have had in planning this convention is hotels. The convention center, the local 
NA community, and the WCNA 36 workgroup have all been supportive and helpful. However, we have 
just mutually ended our contract with CVC, our third housing vendor. Our challenge is that blocks of 
hotel rooms in Rio are all geared towards a single payer. Since we block hotel rooms as a convenience 
for members attending the event, this does not work for us. So we have surrendered, and for the first 
time in our history, we will not be offering the opportunity to book hotel rooms through a block that we 
have reserved. We hope this necessary decision does not inconvenience anyone. The reality of travel in 
the age of the internet is that many of our members are already accustomed to doing their own  
research on hotels and booking online through other sites. 

There are several hotels near Rio Centro where members have already booked rooms, either directly or 
through us. We will be creating bus loops to several hotel areas for the convenience of members. 
Because we no longer have a hotel block to offset this cost, we will be selling bus passes onsite. 

 
Due to the delay of information being sent out, we are also changing the deadline for pre-registration to 
15 May. We know planning ahead is not always in our members’ nature, but pre-registration is what 
allows us to plan effectively. Pre-registrants are also eligible for a drawing for two free registrations and 
a $200 merchandise certificate, and pre-registrants are the only convention attendees who have access 
to onsite merchandise on Thursday. So please consider attending, and if you are, please help us and 
yourself by pre-registering. 

We are planning to offer local excursions on Tuesday, Wednesday, and part of Thursday, 9–11 June. To 
ensure that we can group NA members together, we need your assistance to plan these excursions. If 
you are interested in participating in any of these activities with other convention attendees, please click 
one or more of the links below. Once we get an indication of members’ interest, we will send the details 
of how to book. Please look at the brief questionnaire about possible options at  
http://wcna36options.questionpro.com. 

 
 

http://wcna36options.questionpro.com/

